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We believe in a 
brighter future -  
that starts today.

www.tajrupt.org 

Facebook | Instagram | 

Youtube: @TajRupt



 WE WORK IN TWO
AREAS:

  

I. Civic Education: 

launching Extracurricular 

Resource Centers 

(ERCs) pioneering civic 

engagement and gender 

empowerment through 

extracurricular activities. 

 

II. Renewable Energy: 

tackling Tajikistan's 

endemic energy crisis 

through research on solar 

and wind power. 



On  July  21st  2017 ,  we  official ly  

launched  our  f irst  ERC  -  an  

English  language  after-school  

platform  for  civic  engagement  -  

in  northern  city  of  Khujand .  

The  opening  was  attended  by  

His  Excellency  Ambassador  

Hugh  Philpott  of  the  United  

Kingdom ,  representatives  of  

academia ,  civi l  society ,  and  

student  leaders .  

EXTRACURRICULAR  

RESOURCE  

CENTER  (ERC )

IN  KHUJAND

The  center  hosts  5  activism  

courses  on  gender  equality ,  

crit ical  thinking ,  debate ,  

media  freedom ,  and  

innovation  for  local  young  

leaders .  Students  are  

provided  with  free  services  

and  resources  as  part  of  a  

curriculum  that  combines  

theoretical  learning  with  

practical  activism .  

   



HERSTORY:

promoting gender 

equality through 

female empowerment.



MODEL 
UNITED 

NATIONS: 

I had studied in a lot of language

centers and it was the first time that I

tried to take this course. In my view, it

was completely innovation for my life

because my critical thinking, political

views, writing skills improved here.

This is my way that if anyone wants to

improve their English in different

spheres State of Affairs is an ideal

place. I found TajRupt with new

system and it was great innovation for

me.

STATE  OF  AFFAIRS  STUDENT
State of Affairs is a journalism writing course

on pertinent topics in international affairs

spanning across public policy, economics,

culture, and media. The range of issues that

will be discussed includes technological

progress, income inequality, immigration

policy, and others. Throughout the course, the

students will gain experience with formal

journalistic writing and be expected to make

written contributions to an online blog that

will be published on TajRupt’s website. As

such, the course provides a virtual platform for

participants to discuss and debate issues in

order to enhance their critical thinking,

writing, and analytical skills.

STATE OF AFFAIRS

installing critical 

thinking through 

debate and dialogue.



FEEDBACK STATE OF 
AFFAIRS:

introducing media 

freedom from a youth 

perspective. 



INNOVATION 
INCUBATOR:

reforming Tajikistan's 

system of higher 

education.



ENGLISH 
LANGUAGE:

preparing talented 

students to engage in 

ERC activities in 

English language.



Renewable 
Energy 

Initiative
In October 2017, we launched a 

research partnership on renewable 

energy sustainability with the 

Mining Metallurgical Institute of 

Tajikistan (MMIT). As part of Phase 

I, MMIT researchers conducted 

successful month-long 

experiments testing the efficiency 

of d.light S2 solar lamps in 

providing electricity access to 

students in rural areas. As part of 

Phase II, researchers are working 

on installation of wind turbines on 

these lamps to enhance their 

durability through combination of 

solar and wind power, extending 

their functioning from 4 to 12 

hours per day. 



Future 

-ERC expansion 

through digitalization

and virtual classroom 

building.

-Increasing energy 

access through solar 

lamp distribution in 

rural areas.

Plans:


